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3.1 GEV model 
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3.2 The D-vine copula 
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Theorem  3.1  -AB7H.  Let  X, ..., Xd  be  a set of random variables with joint cdf  F 
and marginals cumulative  distribution  functions (cdfs) F, F, .., Fd.  It exists   a 

copula function C Id 	I  such that x, x, ..., xd 
d 
 
F x, ..., xdCFx, ..., Fdxd. 

If F, F, .., Fd are continuous functions then  the  copula  C  is  unique.  Con- 
versely, if C is a copula function and F, F, .., Fd are  marginal cdfs,  then the    
F x, ..., xdin .is a multivariate  cdf. 
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3.3 Longitudinal Binary Generalised Extreme Value (LOBGEV) 
model 
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4.2 Determinants of capital injection and banks’ failures 
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4.3 Did the TARP CPP increase the stability of the bank- 
ing system? 
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